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The oil sands of the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) are a result of the formation of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains by the Pacific Plate overthrusting the North American Plate as it pushed in from
the west, carrying the formerly large island chains which now comprise most of British Columbia.
Oil sands - Wikipedia
The Athabasca oil sands first came to the attention of European fur traders in 1719 when Wa-pa-su, a Cree
trader, brought a sample of bituminous sands to the Hudson's Bay Company post at York Factory on Hudson
Bay where Henry Kelsey was the manager.
Athabasca oil sands - Wikipedia
Canadian Oil: the Export Picture Oil in Canada Canada has the third largest volume of oil reserves in the
world after Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.
Canadian Oil: the Export Picture - asiapacific.ca
CERI BREAKFAST OVERVIEWS CERI BREAKFAST OVERVIEWS: Join CERI for breakfast, an overview of
the latest study results and an opportunity to network with your peers.
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CAPP's 200 publications are resources for our members and for anyone interested in the oil and natural gas
industry.
Publications - Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
CORRECTION: An earlier version of this piece said Koch Industries was the largest lease holder in
Canadaâ€™s oil sands. On a net acreage basis the company is the largest American and foreign ...
The biggest lease holder in Canadaâ€™s oil sands isnâ€™t Exxon
Introduction. I spent the past week in the heart of the Athabasca oil sands in Fort McMurray, Alberta. I was
there as a guest of the Canadian government, which hosts annual tours for small groups of journalists and
energy analysts.
Oil Sands and the Environment - Part I - Energy Trends Insider
Introduction. Todayâ€™s article continues the series covering my recent trip to the Athabasca oil sands
around Fort McMurray, Alberta. This is an annual trip that the Canadian government hosts for energy
journalists, and expenses for the trip were paid for by the Canadian government.
The Cost of Production and Energy Return of Oil Sands
Thanks, yet another great piece. Not sure if you take requests, but might be good to get a primer on
â€˜costsâ€™ (supply costs vs operating costsâ€¦) and other economic terms like â€˜netbackâ€™, and
profits, etc that are used in the oil sands discussion.
Your oilsands royalty primer - Andrew Leach
Background and Education. Christopher Sands is a Senior Research Professor and Director of the Center for
Canadian Studies at the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), a graduate division
of Johns Hopkins University.
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Statistical Handbook. The CAPP Statistical Handbook is a historical summary of the petroleum industry's
progress, summarizing detailed statistical information concisely in one publication.
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Statistical
Improved employment standards. Modernized workplace laws to protect workers, support families and help
businesses stay competitive came into effect Jan 1, 2018.
Improved employment standards | Alberta.ca
Virtual Issue. Can. Geotech. J. Editors' Choice. This Virtual Compilation highlights papers of particularly high
caliber and topical importance that were selected by the Editors of the Canadian Geotechnical Journal and
featured on the journalâ€™s home page.
Canadian Geotechnical Journal - NRC Research Press
Just-IN. Just-IN manuscripts are pdf versions of authorsâ€™ accepted manuscripts prior to copy editing and
page composition. Although considered published, Just-IN manuscripts are not the official version of record
and can be substantially different from the final version.
Canadian Science Publishing - Canadian Journal of Microbiology
The companyâ€™s Canadian operations are comprised primarily of oil sands assets in the Athabasca region
of northeastern Alberta and unconventional development in western Canada.
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